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On Thursday, February 2, 1967, Dr. George Grauel 
died. To list his accomplishments for John Carroll Univer-
sity her would be, now, superfluous. But on the day after 
his death, we received an anonymous poem, printed below, 
and with it we dedicate this issue of the Quarterly to 
his memory. 
- The Editors 
UNTO THE OBLIVION OF MY SEEKING LOVE 
(For George Grauel) 
W e suffer in our body the wounds of the Lord 
therefore am I not apart from you 
in the lovely darkness 
of a panelled den 
where the tube speaks 
its celluloid unconsciousness 
to steroid hermits 
of suburbia. 
I am naked and laid out 
I am shamed in being dressed by other hands 
I am diminished u.nto transfiguration 
by the object-probing of funereal hands 
within the sacTedness 
of my lately husband'd body. 
I am with you and will soon be with you 
deeply GeoTge. 
You are not alone in any state 
unto the oblivion 
of my seeking love 
Stai ridendo? ... Non ridere. Sorridi! 
Stai parlando? ... Non parlare. Ascolta! 
Corri? ... Non con·ere. Aspetta! 
F ermati e vieni ad ascoltare 
di case che fanno pensare. 
Jl cuore soffre, lo so, 
Ma quelle case lontane 
oramai 
non tomano piu. 
Fermati. Vieni ad ascoltare 
di case che fanno pensare 
C ose lontane 
Ma oramai non tornano piu. 
- GIACOMO STRIULI 
Comunione 
You're laughing? . .. Don't laugh. Smile! 
You're talking? ... Don't talk. Listen! 
You. nm? . .. Don't run. Wait! 
Stop, and listen to things that make u.s 
think. 
The heart is suffering - I know, 
But those distant things 
even now 
shall not 1·eturn aaain. 
Stop. Come and listen to things that 
make us think. 
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Already things far away 
Shall not return again. 
- STE PHE PORTER (trans.) 
Magni Homines 
In this day of Diet-Rite Pepsi , low-calorie beer, and the parsley and 
yogurt diet, I think it's time that we give sober consideration to the greatness 
of the past. For, if we fol low our present trend, we will have ompletely lost 
the physical magnitude that always has pr ceded mental grea tness. 
Looking back into man's proud history, before our damnable century of 
slim fi gur s and world wars , we find one aspect, one delineator binding 
togeth r all of the gr at and near-great - size. Sheer physical immen ity has 
been the hallmark of leaders of men - scientists, generals, politicians, kings, 
whether Chinese, Ethiopian , or English. 
In fact, historians have for years sought for the one factor that bound 
together all the heroes of mankind; they forev r seemed to be doomed to 
failure. Language analysts cou ldn't explain the obvious similarities betv,een 
Cenghis Khan and Alexander the Grea t. Literature xperts found few similari-
ti es between \Vi lliam Shakespeare and Confucius. And Mao-Tse-Tung and 
Ramses II simply had no similarities in political philosophy. For centuries 
scholars beat around the subject, looking for exotic or esoteric explanations, 
when the r al cause lay at their feet, or rather, at their paunches. All the great 
men of antiquity, all the scientists, and artists, leaders and generals, all were, 
to use the vulgar expression, fat, or as we prefer to say, well -built. 
Dr. Angstrum Eunik, chairman of Comparative Anatomy at Frankfurt 
University and discoverer of the "weight-factor" expresses his beliefs briefl y 
(in translation): "We have found that caloric intake of the sample group of 
historic fi gures has been appreciably higher, as has the buildup of fatty 
tissues in certain bodily areas. So far as we and any other set of experts have 
discovered, this is the only factor binding together all of mankind's magnifi-
cent figures." 
Dr. Eunik's explanations, statistics, and situations are couched in scientific 
and philosophical terms, too complicated for the layman. \Ve have, however, 
drawn a few examples from his survey, which is divided into literary, 
scientific, and philosophic areas. 
Scientifically the survey goes back to Hippocrates, who advised that 
"most diseases may be cured by a compound of molasses and bird 's eggs, 
eaten by the patient and dedicated to the god." The earliest doctor obviously 
took his own advice, for Savios of Thebes recorded th at Hippocrates was of 
exceedingly large size, "especially in his intestinal area." 
Comparative anthropology further proves that memorable ancients were, 
to a man, far beyond the size of their contemporaries. !\Iummies of the 
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pharoahs are uniformly large. Cheeps, for instance, was six feet four inches 
tall and weighed 270 pounds. Ahmenhotop wa only five feet seven inches tall, 
but weighed 250 pounds. In Hammurabi's Code (famed for its punishment 
clause) is contained a provision that the country's largest men were to be 
immediately elevated to the princely or noble classes. 
We have already mentioned the size of Alexander the Great. More 
modern conquerors, such as apoleon, Hitler, Stalin, followed suit. Josephin 's 
diary contains a section on the emperor's craving for pastry and its effect on 
his uniform size. Even in the time of the worst Allied bombings, Adolph 
Hitler entrusted his food supply lines to a selected Obersturmfiihrer. H e was 
provided, up to the end, with his own favorite Bavarian beer and weiner-
schnitzel. Stalin, it has been discovered in recent Russian publications and in 
some rather satiric reviews from the ew China News Agency, died soon 
after eating a typically large Russian meal. As for Khruschev and Mao, 
pictures speak for themselves. 
Of course, not all great men have had the evil pasts of the above. St. 
Thomas Aquinas was a very large man, fond of a far from monastic diet. 
St. Peter and other apostles were large men whose fisherman occupation 
demanded a large frame. St. Francis of Assisi, though meek, was large. Today 
anyone who checks the typical rectory or residence of a religious order can 
plainly see that the holiest men are those who most love their dinners. 
Studies in literature and language only re-enforce the findings of science 
and history. ot without reason does the Latin magnus mean both 'great' and 
'large.' The Romans wisely did not distinguish between the two. The Sanskrit 
word brakshna, besides meaning 'ldngly' or 'wise' can also be translated 
'slightly obese.' In early fongolian, the word khan, usually translated as 'man 
who sits high on horseback,' has, thanks to later scholarship, been better 
explained as 'man who sits heavily on horseback.' Fmther examples abound, 
too numerous to mention here. 
Pre-twentieth literature has shown that, even though the authors probably 
did not consciously know the weight-greatness correlation, they made ample 
use of it in their writings. For example, Shakespeare (himself a 260-pounder), 
in Julius Caesar: "Yon Cassius has a lean and hungry look. I tTust him not. 
Give me a man who is fat." J. H. Leatherman's study of Dante's Divine 
Comedy has revealed that the damned in the Inferno were all thin, Pmga-
torio's hopefuls were all of medium build, and the blessed of the Pardiso, 
all fat. 
Philosophers generally agree on the size of the perfect man. In The Will 
to Power, Neitzsche's Superman, ''l1is word pronounced blessed, the whole-
some, healthy, fullness that wells from a powerful soul." ATistotle declared 
that "In the full middle stands virtue." In the Republic Plato states that the 
happy man is an ideal form, not to mention a perf ct citizen in the polis. 
Hobbes, Locke, Frido, Descartes, Augustine, Samuise, Hegel, MaTX, Plotinus, 
the great philosophers, were not only large men themselves, but were in praise 
of a mild obesity that 'by filling the body frees the mind." 
Well-built scientists of the past aTe many and their contributions almost 
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exclusive. Boyle and Charles composed their gas laws after large English 
dinners. iadame Curie was a hefty 195; it was the sight of her munching a 
cracker over a test-tube that endeared her to Pierre. It is well known that 
Louis Pasteur's love for wine with h is fattening French pastries caused the 
invention of pasteurization. But all these were nothing to Isaac 1ewton, fa ther 
of modern science, who, at 315 pounds, was so fond of oriental cookies that 
one of them - the Fig ewton - was named after him. 
Professor Eunik goes on with thousands of documented examples, 
scientific readings, and proven reports. His theory is full y substantiated, 
completely proven. It leads, however, to some sad statements on our present 
day. Since 1908 the deterioration of our world has been obvious. For, in 
1908, Am ricans and Europeans began a drive for slimness. Immediately the 
delicate European balance of power was destroyed, world wars began, 
communists took Russia, A- and H -bombs were developed. The thin m n 
began to fight th ir wars, and destroy our civilization, which has only been 
kept alive by great, suffering fat men, such as Churchill , unlaced for their 
size, but persevering. 
We must wake up, before we find the ruins of civilization at our feet. 
W e must not force the heavy men around us to "slim-down," spouting half-
truths of heart attacks and health. What is cholesterol, when compared 
to greatne s? 
The call is not necessarily for human monsters, wallowing in their own 
obesity, although many more of these are needed. Society demands big 
men, bodies mellowed by layers of fat, minds enlightened by the neces-
sary nourishment. 
W e can no longer wait. For every skinny man in power today, there are 
a thousand fatter, better men in the wings. We must call them out. 
"Give me a man who is fat." 
- J USTIN McCARTHY 
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Uncle Tony 
An outcast he was -
In the family, because "Uncle," 
But a name mentioned rarely, 
And with hesitancy then. 
Umcillingly offered family tradition 
Brands my grandmother's brother 
As the not-so-proud owner 
Of Anthony. 
"Drifter," minus the cowboy shadings, 
Is a synonym. 
Living here one week, 
Working there the ne:tt, 
On farms. 
Pulling from the earth 
A meal, a bed 
And moving on. 
Staying long enough to please himself, 
But always leaving before the w elcome 
Got stale. 
In my younger days 
When my imagination 
Was still concocting more enjoyable worlds, 
Before the need to have the facts 
Had pushed it into the cob-webbed corners 
Of my head 
I used to think of Uncle Tony's world 
As the best of all. 
I would be Uncle Tony 
And sweat through a sunrise-to-sunset 
Gladly (although I must have been pretty old by then). 
I would care about the weather 
And watch the signs of prosperity or hardship 
Bei11g written in the sky. 
I would fancy I knew about growth, 
And cycles of life, and the land 
And all the gloriously primitive things 
That filled his days. 
Capricious elements were masters of my fate 
Yet I was always a happy Uncle Tony 
Because technology and sophistications and progress 
Had not lifted my existence 
From the basics that were 
] oy and pain - life - for all 
Before the machine. 
Nature was my friend, 
More than just carrying an umbrella to the office, 
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Or mowing the lawn on Saturday. 
I knew and loved her 
Even though I was a v ictim. of her whims. 
That's how I was Uncle T ony. 
Then one day 
When I was old enough to remember, thank God, 
My grandfather died, 
And the ne::ct cloy Uncle Tony came. 
lie apreared at tl1e u;ake, unexpectedly, 
To pay his last respects 
To his sister's husband. 
I knew before I was told 
That it was he. 
II e wore a brown suit 
So frayed and faded and baggy 
That it had to be his only one. 
II is tie, too, was ten years too late. 
Th e face pleased m e m ost, though. 
It was red, and carved, 
Molded and cratered by the rain and sun. 
It was natural, 
Readable-
Tncapable of the duplicity of the social face. 
His snOW!/ hair seemed to be glowing 
White hot 
From the redness beneath it. 
What a contrast, I thought, 
Fmm the oily looks wrought by 
Fifty-one weeks of indoors 
And a stolen week of paid sunshine. 
He disappeared that night 
Into his own world again. 
He had looked so painfully out of place, 
Y et like the most genuine person there. 
Though he didn't stay for the 
Two and a half day ordeal 
Of lipping sadnesses he had been taught 
Fmm youth at his first wake, 
H e seemed truest. 
It was like he knew 
That genuine sympathy was always better 
Than that somehow -lacking empathy 
Which society demands. 
I only saw him that once. 
And now, as I move closer to age, 
When my air-conditioned brain 
Takes a break from playing 
The Millionth National Fact Memory Bank, 
I think of Uncle Tony 
And I'm glad. - PAUL MYSLENSKI 
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Reflections from a Grape Crate 
When I was young 
the spring was blurred light and soft grass and young trees, 
the ai1' smelled of bi1·th, 
and the summer teas varnished wood by bronzed skin, 
reflected by flesh of a brothe1' dead, 
and the floor had the clean smell of an odd wax, 
bought f1'om a salesman, 
door to cloo1'. 
The autumn was smoke and sunny haze, 
of the mind and soul too, 
hibernating passion and the smell of new-crushed grapes, 
the color of cheap wood ptt1'ple-stained 
and my fathe1' talking strange to men, 
and they replying, I 1'emember, 
red-faced and excited, 
like they expected something only God could give. 
Winter was the wine, but also 
the water of the spring and the sun of the summer, 
the autumn wood of purple-stained crates brought from California 
on silver tracks to the dirty yards, 
bought by Italians who thought wine 
to be the sun's summe1' snow. 
But then came a season I didn't know: 
the1'e was nothing left but the smell of incense, 
the rushing of blood through hot veins 
and: hai1' on the brow of a girl 
once beautiful, once graceful, 
and I must add, young f1'iencls, 
once alive. 
I'm ti1'ed now, 
and I think life is hopeless, 
the minutes small injections of poison -
even the grapes this year are bitter, 
because there is no canyon sun, 
no children-planting, 
no birth-
just the rolling snow sky, 
and plastic and tin-foil and death. 
- M. A. PELLEGRINI 
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Dimensions of Heroism 
LITERARY SIC IFICA CE 
When Mikhail Sholokhov was awarded the Nobel Prize in October, 1965 
for his massive, four-volumed The Quiet Don, critics acclaimed it as the 
greatest Russian novel of the twentieth century. A generation ago Maxim 
Gorky said it could only be compared with Tolstoy's War and Peace, and in 
literary coteries Sholokhov was hailed as the most popular literary figure since 
Alexander Pushkin. Since the publication of the last volume in 1940 -
completing the novel's artistic gestation of some fifteen years - Sholokhov's 
works have been reprinted 421 times in fifty-five languages, totaling almost 
twenty-one million copies. 
But the impact of Sholokhov's Prize caused mere ripples compared with 
the maelstrom of controversy over the publication of Boris Pasternak's Doctor 
Zhivago in 1957. After twenty-five years of literary silence by Pasternak, the 
novel found its way into print through the clandestine operations of an Italian 
publisher, and became an immediate success in the West. Early in October 
of 1958 the Swedish Academy awarded Boris Pasternak the 1 abel Prize. 
Immediately Pasternak felt the pressure of Soviet disapproval; several 
days after the announcement one Party organ wrote: 
It remains debatable whether, if a prize was to be awarded to a 
Soviet writer at all, the choice should not have fallen on another 
great writer, Sholokhov, who with his The Quiet Don puts 
himself equally in the first ranks of world literature ... 
The article was succeeded by a barrage of demands that Pasternak decline 
the award. Both Pravda and the esoteric Literaturnaya Gazeta launched 
campaigns of personal abuse on Pasternak. Sholokhov himself joined the 
chorus of condemnation issuing from the Soviet Writer's Association. Finally 
Pasternak sent the Swedish Academv a short telegram reading: 
In view of the interpretation of this distinction in the community 
to which I belong, I must give up this undeserved prize which 
has been awarded to me. Please do not look upon my voluntary 
refusal with ill-feebng. 
Pasternak's dramatic refusal of the award made excellent copy in that 
year of the luke-warm cold-war; newspapers of the free world were 
championing the author of Doctor Zhivago as the muted voice of Russia. The 
publicity served only to increase the domestic pressm es on the ailing writer, 
so much so that Party officials thought it wise to insulate him from the 
Russian Press at his country estate, Peredjelkino. The move was not entirely 
Editor's note: Mr. Tome's paper, subtitled A Comparison of Gregor Melekhov 
in Mikhail Sholokhov's The Quiet Don with Yurii Zhivago in Boris Pasternak's 
Doctor Zhivago, won the first Senior Honors Award of $600 and three hours credit. 
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altruistic; Vladimir ~Iayakovsky, Pasternak's early contemporary and close 
friend, had taken his own life in imilar circumstances in 1930. Well aware of 
Pasternak's enormous popularity abroad and all its political implications, the 
authorities feared that Pasternak himself " ·as on the v rgc of su icidc. 
\ Vhat happened to Pa ternak was not at all unique in the history of 
Soviet literature; Sergei Ycsenin, Isaac Babel, and ~ Iax im Gorky met consider-
ably more official opposition to their wri tings, and w re uhsequently driven 
to their deaths. Sholokhov himself. the favorite son of Sovi<'l literature, was 
repeatedly and harshly attacked dming the St<.lin r gimc for l1is adamant 
non-conformity to the dictates of Sovi t literature. The quest ion of artistic 
integrity in a totalitarian state is a perennial one which achieves heightened 
impond rability when applied to the objectivity of two distinctiv ly Russian 
novel dealing with thP most chaotic, destiny-shaping event of modern 
history - the H.ussian Revolution. 
The Revolution is the focal point of a variety of converging forces in a 
turbulent era: a half centmy of anarchistic plottings and assassination attempts, 
the decaying tsarist control over the medieval feudalism of the steppes, the 
surging growth of an over-due industrial revolution, the peculiarly violent 
Bolshevist interpretation of Marxism and its conflicting ideological corollaries, 
the hideous cruelty of tl1e "German War." Tor clid the H.evolution of 1917 
neutralize these for es; their horrible power was recast after the Treaty of 
Brest-Litovsk in the decimating civil war when Trotsky's Heel Ar my hunted 
counter-revolutionaries, committing untold atrocities in the name of the new 
regime. A new Russia was emerging from a sea of blood . 
Literature was a dangerous business, for one had to worry not only about 
pleasing the current powers, but the uccceding regimes as well: 
August, 1921, th black month for Hu sian poetry, saw the death 
of Alexander Blok from anemia aggravated by starva tion, and 
the shooting without trial of . Gumilcv for counter-
revolutionary offenses. Yesenin committed suicide in 1925 and 
Mayakovsky in 1930. Andrey Bely- later to be the most abused 
of all - died naturally in the early 'thirties. Mandclshtam was 
arrested shortly afterwards and has not been seen again. Maria 
Tsetaeva ... committed suicide in prison on her way to a labor 
camp .. . Isaac Babel wa arrested in the 1930's ancl never 
retmned .. . 
It was a period of subject matter which the discreet writer hose simply 
to avoid, a fact doubly unfortunate because of the immense literary potential 
of the events of that era. Ernest J. Simmons wri tes: 
Individual values, howev r, were still more violently wrenched 
in the physical aspect of the struggle between old and new -
the bloody fratJ:icidal strife of civil war. The terrible urgency of 
shattering social change was enforced by gun, dagger, and sabre 
over hundreds of battlefi elds by millions of kith and kin, who 
maimed, killed, despoiled, and ravaged one another. Here was 
the richest material for fiction , not only horror-haunted situations 
of mortal strife between master and man, father and son, brother 
and brother, but also the love and hate, tenderness and cruelty 
which the violence of civil war mysteriously spawns in a world 
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of sudden change where the hard choices b tvveen old and n w 
may often be choices between life and death. 
It is not too surprising, then, that The Quiet Don and Doctor Zhivago, 
distinctively Hussian novels vvritten by men with some measure of direct 
access to the chaotic events of that period, should have met with astounding 
success. Simmons writes: 
On this theme the one Soviet no\'cl that can take its place beside 
all but the gr atest n ineteenth-century fiction, and which has 
long since won for itself the reputation of a classic, is Mikhail 
Sholokhov's The Quiet Don. To be sure, as an examplar of the 
best in this respect one may prefer Doctor Zhiuago, which is 
al ·o concerned with the struggle b tween old and new in war 
and civil war and is lik wise written in the trad ition of 
nineteenth-century realism .. . 
But what is surprising is that both novels - despite the weighty pressures 
that were constantly brought to bear on the literary figures of the Soviet era -
have been acclaimed as ex traordinary objective works. Edmund \Vil on wrote 
in The ew Yorker: 
Doctor Zhivago will, I believe, com to stand as one of the great 
events in man's literary and moral history. 1\'obody could have 
written it in a totalitarian state and turned it loose on the world 
who did not have the courage of genius. 
Ernest J. Simmons echoes Mr. Wilson's evaluation in writing of Sholokhov: 
Though Sholokhov appear · to have been fully aware of the 
difficult acsth tic and ideological problems that confronted him 
in concluding (The Quiet Don), especially in resolving his hero's 
fate, there is no indication that he made any concessions to 
either public or Party opinion in the final volume. The 
inexorable logic of life seems to dictate the final solution of his 
characters and the conclusion of the majestic course of his 
narrative. 
(The question of Sholokhov's integrity is apparently a con-
troversial one. Valery Tarsis, author of Ward Seven and an 
exiled Hussian, speaking informally at John Carroll University 
on October 9, 1966, believes that Sholokhov's editor in fact 
wrote The Quiet Don; he went further to say that Sholokhov 
himself was nothing but a Party puppet. When I asked him 
what he thought of The Quiet Don itself, however, he replied 
that it was "very, very good." 
There was a great deal of difficulty in securing an unex-
purgated version of The Quiet Don; later editions have been 
significantly altered by the Soviet press. On the other hand, 
American editions are hopelessly abridged. An excellen t discus-
sion of this problem occurs in The American Slavic and East 
European Review, April 1956, pp. 265-75.) 
A great deal of the popularity of The Quiet Don and Doctor Zhivago can 
be ascribed to the literary dearth of material dealing with the b:agic years of 
the Revolution. Beyond this rather natural curiosity value, however, both 
novels must be highly regarded as the best new representatives of the Russian 
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literary tradition. The Quiet Don is an epic understandably compared in its 
scope with Tolstoy's ' Var and Peace, a macro-cosmic word-mural of gruesome 
battles, continental upheaval, and a portrayal of man's precarious existence in 
that turbulent decade. Doctor Zhivago is an introspective analysis of the 
human soul uprooted by war; unlike the stark realism of Sholokhov's book, 
Doctor Zhivago abounds in mystical symbolism and characters reminiscent of 
the grea t people of Dostoevski. 
Yet structurally the nov Is show striking similarities: both deal with 
roughly the same period and events (The Quiet Don: 1912-22; Doctor 
Zhivago: 1903-29), both tell powerful love stories, both trea t with unsparing 
detail the decadence of the old regime and the inhuman brutalities of the 
new; both sca thingly condemn the violence and depravity of those years 
which maimed all men and made some the hideously-misshapen monster-
offspring of the gods of war. 
Though the artisti c statme of the two books is una sailable, their criti cal 
liabilities hav been frequently cited . Critics of Doctor Zhivago say the hook 
is unnecessarily laden with exh·aneous sub-plots, obscure symbolism, and 
incomplete characterization. The Quiet Don is frequently brought to task for 
its excessively brutal passages, its propogandistic sorti es , and blatant lack of 
subtlety. These ques tions have been xh austively considered before by men 
of imposing qualifica tions. or are th se qu e tion · specifically within the 
scope of this paper. 
The qu stion whi ch has been sorely neglected - possibly because of the 
journalistic b allyhoo surrounding the books - is the deeper inquiry into the 
significance of the characters of Sholokhov's Gregor Melekhov and Pastemak's 
Yurii Zhivago. Aside from being the protagonists of the respective novels, 
they represent the acknowledged epitome of characterization that either 
author has ever succeeded in bringing off. More importantly, they represent 
two divergent views of literature and human nature. This paper will not be 
an evaluation of the political philosophies represented in the two books, but 
an attempt to analyze the dimensions of heroism projected by Mikhail 
Sholokhov in his Gregor Melekhov and by Boris Pas ternak in his Yurii Zhivago. 
THE ARRA TIVES 
1. The Quiet Don 
Mikhail Sholokhov says amazingly little about the experiences which 
contributed to the writing of Th e Quiet Don: "\Ve hunted the bandits who 
overran the Don in 1922, and the bandits hunted us . All went as could be 
expected. I was in many a tight spot, but nowadays all this is forgotten." We 
can assume, however, that what Sholokhov observed never left him. 
The Quiet Don opens with Gregor Melekhov, an incorrigibly rakish 
nineteen-year-old of the Don Cossack village of Veshenskaya, making over-
tures to the wife of one of the Melekhov's neighbors. Aksinia Astakhova at 
first takes Gregor's advances as they are tendered - the indiscriminate 
philanderings of a super-annuated adolescent. But both soon realize that they 
are very deeply and very unfortunately in love with one another. Gregor's 
father, the irascible, unforgettable old Pantaleimon, is convinced that what 
Gregor needs is a good wife, and matches him with atalia Korshunova, the 
attractive but unresponsive daughter of a well-to-do local merchant. Though 
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atalia learns to love him very deeply and bears him two chi ldren, Gregor 
cannot free himself of Aksinia's haunting image. 
Shortly thereafter the German War breaks. Gregor is drafted and given 
his first taste of the inhuman brutality which will fill the next eight years 
of his life: 
It took Gregor a long time to master the difficult technique of 
the new stroke. "You're strong, but a fool with your sabre. This 
is the way!" Uryupin instructed him, wielding his sabre 
slantwise with terrific force . "Cut a man down boldlv! Man is 
as soft as dough." A smile came into his eyes. "Don't tl;ink about 
the why and wherefore. You're a Cossack, and it's your l)llsiness 
to cu t down without asking questions. To kill your enemy in 
battle is a holy work. For every man you kill God will wipe out 
one of your sins, just as he does for killing a serpen t." 
Gregor distinguishes himself in his first clash with the en my and is awarded 
the first of his four Crosses of St. George. The honor means nothing to him , 
however, and he is haunted by the rapacity of his comrades-in-arms and his 
own self-loathing; he tells his brother Piotra: "My conscience is killing me. I 
sent my lance through one man in hot blood ... I couldn't have done it 
otherwise. But why did I cu t down the other?" 
Gregor is wounded severely on a number of occasions, and once the 
dreaded letter of condolences mistakenly reaches his mother. \ Vhile recuper-
ating in a hospital , Gregor meets a Ukrainian revolutionary who tells him: 
The tsar's a grabb r, and the tsaritsa's a whore, and they're both 
a weight on our backs. Don't you sec? The factory-owner drinks 
vodka, while the soldier kills lice. The factory-owner takes the 
profit, the worker goes bar . That's th e system we've got. Serve 
on, Cossack, serve on! You'll earn another cross, a good one, 
made of oak. 
Gradua lly all Gregor's former beliefs are made suspect, and when th 
Revolution finally breaks, he fights with the Reds. But Gregor's mind is 
unsophisticated, and his loyalties are based on an instinctive code of honor. 
When Gregor sees his Red comrades butcher a crowd of unarmed captives, 
he turns on them in cold fury . 
Gregor allies himself now with the ·white Cossack counter-revolutionaries, 
and when the Bolsheviks en ter his native Don region, he makes war on them 
without mercy. Gregor's fierceness wins him a high command in the army, a 
position of dubious distinction; in those days of divided loyaltes and suspicious 
allegiances, unpopular officers were often shot in the back while leading an 
attack. Gregor is not equal to the sycophantry of being an officer; when one 
of his superiors berates and threatens to strike him, Gregor tells him in a low, 
carefully controlled voice: "If you, Your Excellency, threaten to lay even your 
little finger on me, I will sabre you on the spot." The officer backs down, 
and Gregor is discreetly demoted. 
With dreadful inevitability, the Reds succeed in driving the Cossacks 
to the sea, where many of them are shipped safely abroad. Gregor is incapable 
of begging for a place on the ships, however, and returns instead to 
Veshenskaya, where he hopes for peaceful obscurity to raise his family and 
work his father's land. \Vhen he arrives he learns that his wife atalia has 
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died dming an abortion attempt in anger ov r Gregor's contin11ing liaisons 
with Aksinia. He is further stricken with the news th:1t his sister has manied 
his brother's Bolshevik mmclcrer, ~Iisha Koshcvoi, who now threatens to kill 
Gregor as well. 
'Vhilc on business to a neigh boring vi llage, Gregor becomes involved 
with an insurgent lJand of countcr-r volutionari s, and fights with his 
accustom<'cl bravery for them though he knows full well their cause is futile. 
The band is predictably wiped out, hut Gregor manages to escape and return 
to Veshenskaya. His sister tells him that h is to be arrested that night for 
his activities with the \\7hites, whereupon Gregor entru ts the care of his 
children to his sister and flees across the steppes with his long-time 
lover Aksinia . 
Th y have fled only a few miles before a pursuer fatally wounds 
Aksinia. Gregor rides on to safety with her, protecting her body with his own, 
only to have her die in his arms. 
Gregor buried his Ak inia by the brilliant morning light. As 
she lay ther in the grave he folded her deathly pale dark-
skinned arms across her chest and covered her face with her 
kerchief, so that the earth should not fill her glazing, half-open 
eyes as they gazed immovably at the sky. Then he took his 
farewell of her, firmly believing that they would not be parted 
for long. 
With his palms he diligently pressed down the damp yellow 
clay over the mound and remained long on hi knees beside the 
grave, his head bowed, h is body swaying a little. 
ow he had nothing to hurry for. Everything was finished. 
The sun rose above the ravine through the smoky haze of 
a burning wind from the east. Its rays silvered the mass of grey 
hair on Gregor's head and slipped over his pale and terribly set 
face. As though awakening from an oppressive sleep, he raised 
his head and saw above him the black sky and the blindingly 
gUttering, black disc of the sun. 
Gregor returns to his village, to his little son, but first "threw his rifle and 
pistol into the Don, then poured his cartridges after them and wiped his 
hands thoroughly on the edge of his greatcoat." Gregor returns to Veshenskaya 
despite the threats of Misha Koshevoi; not yet thirty, he is exhausted with life: 
And now that little thing for which Gregor had yearned 
through so many sleeple s nights has come to pass. H e stood at 
the gate of his own home, holding his little son in his arms . .. 
This was all that life had left to him, all that for a little while 
longer gave him kinship with the ea1·th and with the spacious 
world that lay glittering under the chilly sun. 
2. Doctor Zhivago 
Ymii Zhivago is undoubtedly a composite portrait. We know that 
Pasternak experienced many of the doctor's misadventmes, shared the same 
philosophical and esthetic outlooks and pre-occupations. The chru·acter of 
Zhivago is also a tribute to Pasternak's mild-mannered esthete father who 
until his death voiced his life-long desire to practice medicine. From literature 
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Pasternak borrowed some of the memorable characteristics of Prince Dmitry 
Nekhludov, the hero of Tolstoy's Resurrection, and Alyosha Karamazov of 
Dostoevski's The Brothers Karamazov. And most ironical is Pasternak's 
public acknowledgment that the character of Doctor Zhivago is based in 
part on Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. 
Yurii Zhivago is a small boy when his devoted mother dies and he i 
taken in by the well-to-do Gromeko family. From his earliest youth, Yurii is 
a sensitive, almost fragile child. His life with the Gromckos is steeped in art 
and learning, and the chi ld blossoms in the family's ben volent care: 
Everything in Yurii's mind wa still heltcr-skelter, but his 
views, his habits, and his inclinations were all distinctly his own. 
H e was unusually impressionable, and the originality of his 
vision was remarkable. 
The young Zhivago channels his pcrceptiv spirit into writing poetry, 
and becomes quite skilled in the art. onetheless he views writing as an 
avocation, and is determined to choose a practical career: 
Though he was greatly drawn to art and history, he scarcely 
hesitated over the choice of a career. He thought that art was 
no more a vocation than innate cheerfulness or melancholy was 
a profession. H e was interested in physics and natural science, 
and believed that a man should do something socially us ful in 
his practical life. He settled on medicine. 
One night Yurii accompanies his patron, Alexander Gromeko, a professor 
of chemish·y and a physician himself, on a sick call. A Russianized French-
woman had attempted to poison herself after discovering that her lover, the 
lawyer-bureaucrat Komorovsky, had taken up with her school-girl dauahter. 
The girl is Lara Guishar, and Yurii is entranced by her agon ized youth 
and beauty. 
Yurii soon forgets the incident and marries Tonia, his benefactor's 
daughter. She is a dedicated wife, and Yurii loves her with a child-like 
innocence. Their lives together are marred only by the impending German 
War and the seething, revolutionary discontent that runs venomously through 
the city. 
When the war breaks, Yurii enlists as a medical officer and is immediately 
sent to the front. There, horrified by the brutalities of the war, often having 
little but aspirin for the treatment of amputees under his care, he is sent an 
aid, a volunteer nurse: Yurii remembers her as Lara. She is married now, and 
a mother, who has come to the front seeking her husband, the one-time 
revolutionary, Pasha Antipov, who is presumed dead. Yurii and Lara work 
hard together, and every day Yurii becomes more infatuated with her. One 
day Yurii makes advances to her; discreetly she leaves. 
The tidal wave of revolution finally breaks on the front, and the soldiers 
desert en masse, killing their officers. Yurii returns to Moscow only to find 
the Gromeko home sub-divided by the local secretariat. H e and his family 
are permitted a small, cold, drafty garret. Starvation follows winter to the 
city; food and firewood are all but unobtainable. With the help of Yurii's 
politically powerful half-brother, Evgraf, the Zhivago family is permitted to 
emigrate to Varykino, where Tonia's mother had inherited a country estate. 
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After a grueling journey by train in the company of all kinds of outcasts 
in the coldest part of winter, the Zhivagos - Yurii, Tonia, their son, and tl1e 
widowed Alexander Gromeko - arrive at Varykino where they live in idyllic 
solitude. vVhile on a trip to Yuriatin, the n ighboring village, Yurii discovers 
Lara; their old acqua intance reblooms, and soon she becomes Yurii 's mistress. 
Yurii is about to break off their affa ir when he is kidnapped b y a bandit gang 
and impressed into service as their physician. 
Yurii is forced to serve the bandits for two years before he can escape. 
His long journey back to Yuriatin is a travelogue of depravity and tarvation. 
At last he reaches tl1e villag only to discover that his family has left the 
country. Lara takes him in . 
The lovers realize that th eir days are numbered. Pasha, Lara's husband, 
managed somehow to escape alive from the German \Var; newly clubbed 
"Strelnikov," he had been in command of a counter-insurgency force for the 
Red Army. Pasha had fallen into disfavor, however, and now Lara's life was 
in jeopardy also. 
Melodramatically, the old villain Komorovsky appears and offers to take 
Lara and her child with him to an independent state in eastern Siberia . Yurii 
loathes Komorovsky, but for her own sake, dupes Lara into going. 
After Lara leaves, Yurii decl ines in h alth and spirit; listl essly he 
remarries a merchant's daughter who care for him as a child . Zhivago 
withdraws deeper and deeper into himself; in his last days he will associate 
with only a Botticelli-like youth, Vasya. One day Yurii is taking a trolley to a 
new assignment with a hospital when he suff r a fatal heart attack. Outside, 
an old lady is making her way: 
H er course was parallel to that of the trolley. \Vh encver 
the trolley had started up after a stop for repairs, it passed h r. 
Then it broke down once more and she overtook it ... So she 
walked on, overtaking the trolley for tl1e tenth time and quite 
unaware that she had overtaken Zhivago and survived him. 
Toward th e end Yurii Zhivago had been stripped of everything: his wife 
and child, his home, his lover, his life. Only his po try - which he shunned as 
a vocation - survives, and tJ1 e one thi11 volume of his verse which finds its 
way into print is the only estate he can leave his illegitimate daughter whom 
he has never seen, and who, ironically can hardly read. 
THE HEROIC DIME SIO S 
1. Potence 
The hero - in its mythical conception - impli es a larger-than-life 
dynamism, some unique, personal power which makes him uncommon among 
men. The classical heroes - H ercules, Samson, Aeneas - were literally 
omnipotent, and it was thi spark of the divine in th m which paradoxically 
elevated and separated them from tl1e typical human. The earth-hewn 
"natural" man, Gregor Melekhov, and tl1e introsp ctivc, almost fragile Yurii 
Zhivago do not share the tradition of invincibility with the classical hero, for 
they are, in one sense, beaten thoroughly by life. But they are extJ·aordinary 
men nonetheless in their own peculiar kind of power. 
Gregor is a true son of Father Don, the mytl1ical progenitor of his 
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Cossack race, a man who shares Sholokhov's lyric praise of their muh1al 
homeland: 
Beloved steppe under th e low-hanging Don heaven! Wind-
ing rayjnes, dry valleys, wddy banks, expanse of fea ther-grass 
woven with the darker traces of horse-hoofs, mounds rising in a 
wise silence, guarding the buried Cossack glory ... Low I bow 
and as a son I kiss your fresh earth , Cossack steppeland of the 
Don , soaked with the blood that will never rust. 
Gregor is closely allied with the earth ; ultimately he wants nothing but 
"to till the good soil of the Don basin, to crumple its clods in my hands." In 
Gregor's mentality and the whole Cossack ethos there is a union between 
the man and his earth . Death is man's reconstitution with the earth that 
sired him: 
" ... The earth must be cold down inside there . . . \t\Tell , th ey 
lived their time, and so quickly, like a dream. There they lie 
together, side by side, my wife, and Mother, and Piotra and 
Daria ... The whole family has crossed over and lie there side 
by side. They're well off there, only father is lying in a strange 
country. H e must find it dreary among strangers .. . " Gregor 
no longer looked about him, but walked along gazing down at 
his feet, at the white, slightly damp, thawing snow, which was 
very soft, so soft that one did not even feel it underfoot as it 
yielded with scarcely a crunch. 
Like Antaeus, whose mythical strength derived from his contact with the 
earth , so too docs Gregor draw his vitality from the soil of his fatherland. 
Yurii Zhivago is distinctively url1an by comparison. It is in the ancient 
onion-domed city that he matures in his poetic avoca tion. Yurii is introspec-
tive, a man of ideas whose sensitivity flowers in the culturally abundant city. 
But urban culture has b·aditionally been a med iation betwe n man and the 
earth, and Yurii Zhivago is fundamentally different in this respect from Gregor 
Melekhov. In a conversation, one of Yurii's friends says: 
"I have an idea why we are going to the country. Man's 
eternal longing to go back to the land . The dream of living by 
the sweat of your brow." 
"What's wrong with it? You sound disapproving." 
"It's naive and idyllic, but why not? Good luck to you. 
Only I don't believe in it. It's utopian. Arts and craftsy." 
It is true that Yurii is a lover of nature, but it is an admiration and 
appreciation born of artistic temperament, an attitude much removed from the 
awesome communion that Greaor feels for his Don region. Yurii Zhivago's 
strength springs from a different source; to the young doctor, it is the artistic 
intuition which enervates : 
. .. His work took possession of him and he felt the approach 
of what is called inspiration . At such moments the relation of 
the forces that determine artistic creation is, as it were, reversed. 
The dominant thing is no longer the state of mind the artist 
seeks to express, but the language in which he wants to express 
it. Language, the home and receptacle of beauty and meaning, 
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itself begins to think and speak for man and turns wholly into 
music, not in terms of sonority, but in terms of the impetuous-
ness and power of it inward flow ... At such moments Yurii 
Andreievich felt that the main part of the work was being done 
not by him, but by a superior power which was above him and 
directed him, namely the movement of universa l thought and 
poetry in its present historical age and the one to come. And he 
felt himself to be only the occasion, the fulcrum, needed to make 
this movement possible. 
Yurii is quite literally possessed by his art. It is his poetry which sustains him 
during the horrors of war and revolution, the uprooting of his family , and his 
long illness. His poetry is all that he leaves of himself. 
Both Yurii and Gregor consciously recognize themselves as mere bits of 
a cosmic design; this recognition gives rise to a profound humility in both 
men, a grand sense of proportion. Their intuition of an intelligent scheme of 
things is their counsel in their loneliness, and their compelling strength 
in exhaustion. 
2. Passion 
Man's abi lity to feel strongly adds stature and substance to his character. 
This passion is a chameleon emotion, encompassing the breadth of life, from 
the unendurable ecs tasy of a brief moment's love-making to the bottomless 
anguish of isolated despair. 
Catapulted with cruel capriciousness in to the contaminating influences 
of war, Gregor's birth in feeling is accompanied by a baptism of remorse: 
His heart had grown hard and coarse, like a salt-marsh in 
drought; as a salt-marsh will not absorb water, so Gregor's heart 
would not absorb compassion. With cold contempt he played 
with his own and others' lives, and covered him elf with glory. 
He had won four Crosses of St. George and four other awards. 
On the occasional parades he stood by the r gimental banner, 
seasoned with the powder smoke of innumerable wars. But he 
knew that he no longer laughed as in former days; he knew that 
if he kissed a child he could not look straight into those clear, 
innocent eyes. H e knew what price he had paid for his crosses 
and medals. 
Gregor fears tl1at his sins have in some way deadened him, have in some 
way taken him irrevocably out of the stream of forgiveness. This spiritual 
chastisement actually deepens Gregor, and rather than contempt for human 
life, he develops a profound respect: 
H e took only food for himself, refusing to touch anything else 
and loathing pillage. He was especially repelled when his own 
Cossacks looted. He kept a tight hand over his squadron. If any 
of his men took anything, it was in secret and rarely. He gave 
no orders for his prisoners to be stripped and exterminated. His 
unusual sofmess of heart caused discontent among his Cossacks 
and the regimental command, and he wa summoned to give an 
explanation of his conduct to tl1e divisional headquarters. 
So strong is Gregor's aversion to wanton brutality, that he nearly kills Daria, 
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his sister-in-law for her crowd-pleasing, cold-blooded mmcl r of a helpness 
Bolshevik prisoner: 
Never before had Gregor felt such a savage desire to use 
his sabre. For several seconds he stood over Daria, groaning and 
swaying, grinding his teeth , staring with invincible loathing and 
contempt at th e body lying at his feet. Then he took a step 
forward and setting the iron-shod heel of his boot on her face , 
on her dark arching brows, he muttered hoarsely: 
"You poisonous snake!" 
Daria groaned drunkenly and muttered somcth :ng. Gre ror 
clutched his head in his hands and ran out into the ya rd. 
Paradox ically, the more Gregor becomes enmeshed in 1111wanted causes 
and conflicts that demand of him a proficiency in killing, th stronger is his 
revulsion for war. In the end his passion exhausts him, and is ca thartically 
transformed into simple love for his h;vo small children, a deep and enduring 
affection, of which he was, in his younger years, constitutionally incapable: 
Gregor had not always felt that profound fatherly feeling 
for them which developed in later days. When he came home 
from the front for short periods of time, he caressed and fondled 
them, almost from a sense of duty and to please their mother ... 
The children were no less indifferent to him, but as they grew 
older, their attachment to their father grew also. Their love 
aroused a response in him . . . 
In sharp contrast to the physical violence of Gregor's existence is the 
intellectual restiveness of Yurii Zhivago's environment. "How wonderful to 
be alive," says one of the younger characters in the book, "But why does it 
always hurt." From his earliest years and his recollections of the dislocating 
death of his mother, Yurii lives in quiet anguish, and it is the supremely 
pathetic anguish on an innocent child. And like a child, Yurii never loses his 
faith in human existence. Shortly after his bitter h·ek back to Yuriatin, the 
nadir of his suffering, he can still rejoice: 
A spring evening! The air punctuated with scattered sounds. 
The voices of children playing in the streets coming from 
varying distances as if to show that the whole expanse is alive. 
And this vast expanse is Russia , his incomparable mother; famed 
far and wide, martyred, stubborn, extravagant, crazy, irrespon-
sible, adored, Russia with her eternally splendid, and disas-
trous, and unpredictable adventmes. Oh, how sweet to be alive 
and to love life! Oh, the ever-present longing to thank life, thank 
existence itself, to thank them as one being to another being. 
Ymii's profound respect for life and human existence is - unlike the 
violent experiential deduction of Gregor - an intuitive truth. Yurii reveres 
life just as much as Gregor. As a physician for the bandits, he is forced to 
engage in many skirmishes, but rather than join in their killing, "he fired with 
the precision of old habit at the dead wood of the lower branches, lopping 
them off and scattering them around the tree." 
Yurii lacks Gregor's physical dynamism; his resistance to evil is never at 
cross-purposes. Yurii's passion is simply to live fully, experientially - a drive 
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substantially different from Gregor's fierce hostility to anything which 
threatens the things he loves. Toward the end, the forces antagonistic to 
Yurii's simple acceptance of life cau e in him a kind of psycho-spiritual 
implosion; Yurii is quietly beaten by the life he loves so passionately. One of 
the stanzas of his poem "Hamlet" reads: 
And yet, the order of acts has been schemed and plotted, 
And nothing can avert the final curtain's fall. 
I stand alone. All lse is swamped by Pharisaism. 
To live life to the end is not a childish task. 
3. Love 
Though love is properly an el ment of passion, and not truly distinct as 
a separate dimension of character, its power and importance in The Quiet 
Don and Doctor Zhivago is inestimable. Both novels are primarily love tories, 
and the characterization of their heroines is consid red to be of the same bold 
order of conception as Tolstoy's Anna Karenina and Tatasha Rostova. In an 
afterword to an American edition of Sholokhov's novel, Maurice Hindus 
writes: "In a literature that is rich in the understanding of women (Aksinia) is 
one of the most memorable heroines." Pasternak's Lara, writes Robert Payne, 
is equally unforgettable. She " ... possesses angelic qualities, blessing and 
healing as she passes through life, untouched by the horrors she witn sses, 
seeming to walk a few inches above the earth." Both women had to have 
been carefully drawn, for they had a profound influence on their men. 
There is nothing fondling or adolescent about Gregor's love for Aksinia. 
Technically they are adulterers, but so sb·ong is their longing for one another 
that they defy the conventions of their families and community to gratify it. 
Gregor " . . . loved Aksinia with all his old exhausting love; he felt that he 
loved her with all his body, with every beat of his h art." And Aksinia loves 
Gregor no less: 'Til crawl after you," she tells Gregor, "I can't live without 
you . .. Kill me, but don't leave me again." 
Aksinia, like Shakespeare's Cleopab·a, is a woman of infinite variety, 
unscrupulous in her love for her man. Gregor's wife is no match for this 
rustically beautiful Moll Flanders of a woman; when atalia comes to 
Aksinia to beg her for the sake of her children to leave her husband alone, 
Aksinia replies: 
He's all I care for in the whole world. He's my first and 
last ... If he comes through alive, if the Queen of Heaven 
saves him from death and he comes back, then he'll choose 
for himself . . . 
Like Cleopatra, Aksinia is not consistently faithful in h r love. While Gregor 
is at the front, she is seduced by the \Vhite cavalry officer, Evgeny Lisnitsky. 
When Gregor hears of it, he beats the man nearly to death, and slashes 
Aksinia once across the face with the butt of his knout. For several years there 
is a breach in their love, but the attraction between them is unshakable, and 
neither of the lovers can think of anyone else. 
Gregor and Aksinia are "diseased with love," and in their final reunion, 
in the mad pursuit across the moon-lit steppe, it seemed that Gregor had 
salvaged at least one important thing in his life, his cosmic love. When Aksinia 
dies in his arms from a pursuer's bullet, Gregor quite literally means "every-
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thing is finished." 
Yurii Zhivago's love for Lara follows a similar pattern. Like Gregor, Yurii 
marries a beautiful woman - Tonia - only to break her heart la t r with a 
new love. Like Aksinia, Lara is an adulteress, seduced in her adolesc nee by 
the villainous Komorovsky. oncthelcss our sympathies arc with her. Yurii 
adores her, and pours on her the praise of an Edgar Allen Poe: 
You could not communica te with life and existence, but 
she was their representative, their expression; in her the inarticu-
late principle of existen c became sensi tive and capable of 
speech ... And all that he had reproached her with in a moment 
of doubt was untrue, a thousand times untrue! Everything about 
her was perfect, flawless. 
Like Gregor, Yurii loses his lover; after duping Lara into accompanying 
Komorovsky to the new republic for her own safety, he watches her drive 
off forever from Varykino: 
H e stood on the veranda, his coat over one shoulder. \Vith 
his free hand he was clutching the slender wooden pillar just 
under the roof as if he meant to strangle it. His whole attention 
was concentrated on a point in the distance. There a short 
stretch of the road could be seen climbing uphill, bordered by a 
few sparse birches. The low rays of the setting sun f 11 on this 
open space, and there the sleigh now hidden by a shallow dip 
would appear at any moment. 
"Farewell, farewell," he said over and over aga in in antici-
pation of that moment; his words breathed almost soundlessly 
into the cold afternoon air. "Farewell, my only love, my love 
for ver lost ... Farewell, Lara, until we meet in the next world, 
farewell my love, my inexhaustible, everlasting joy. I'll never, 
never see you again." 
After Lara leaves, Yurii says "My bright sun has set," and gradually he loses 
control of himself; he begins to disintegrate: 
H e was slowly losing his mind. Never b fore had he led 
such a strange existence. H e neglect d the house, he stopped 
taking proper care of himself, he turned day into night, and had 
lost count of time since Lara had left. 
Like Gregor, Yurii's love had become everything to him, and when he loses 
it, "everything is finished." 
4. Ideology 
Sholokhov is not a profoundly reflective novelist. The Quiet Don abounds 
in savage action and primeval conflict, but is virtually barren of introspective 
probing or philosophizing. Nor would these subtle psychological techniques 
be of any real use in delineating the character of Gregor Melekhov. 
Sholokhov's hero is not motivated by the intricately-deduced weltanschauung 
which directs Yurii Zhivago. Gregor's instincts are primitively simple and 
compelling. In one uncharacteristic fit of self-justification Gregor says: 
I've lived and experienced everything in my day. I've loved 
women and girls, I've ridden the steppe, I've rejoiced in father-
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hood, I've killed men and faced death myself, and delighted in 
the blue sky. \Vhat new thing can lif show me? 
The ancient instinct for life is aggrandized by the Cossack tradition, 
whose ethnic development refl ects Gregor's same powerfu l love of li fe, his 
communion with the soil, and Father Don; an old Cossack song goes: 
Tot by the plo·w is our glorious land furrowed ... 
Om earth is furrowed with horses' hoofs, 
And sown is our earth wi th the heads of Cossacks. 
Fair is our quiet Don with young widows, 
Our father, the quiet Don, blossoms wi th orphans, 
And the waves of the quiet Don are filled with fathers' and 
mothers' tears. 
The Cossack mi li eu is the ti tillating, sensate colorfu l world ; dogma and 
intellectualism arc foreign to their way of li fe. So it is that Gregor's heritage 
has not prepared him for the sub tle doctrines which begin to sa turate the 
deserting tsarist army, and the Ukrainian revolutionary, Garanzha, has little 
difficulty in confusing the hopelessly befuddled Gregor: 
Most terrible of all, Gregor began to th ink that Garanzha 
was right, and that he was impotent to oppose him. H e realized 
with horror that the intelligent and bi tter Ukra inian was 
gradually but surely destroying all his fanner ideas about the 
tsar, the country, and his own military d uty as a Cossack. 
W ithin a month of the Ukrainian's arrival the whole system on 
which Gregor's life had been based was a smoking ru in . . . 
Gregor's artless mind sought a way out, a solution to his 
predicament. 
Despite Gregor's undeveloped political consciousness, he is by no means 
without a credo; his innate compassion and virili ty lead him at first into 
naively accepting the platitudes touted by the revolutionaries: 
Comrades! The Communist Party is a voluntary affair. 
People join the party of their own free will because they want 
to fight for the great cause of liberating the workers and 
peasants from the oppression of capitalists and landowners. 
But ultimately it is Gregor's same inborn integri ty and respect for human 
life that repel him from th comfortable Red dogma when he discovers that 
the Communist tacti cs ru:e just as violent, just as inhumanly bmtal as those 
of the White forces. Gregor wavers between causes unable to determine 
which is right, in xtricably caught in the web of his own uncertainty; the 
cosmic irony is that Gregor has fought superbly for causes which are forever 
beyond his comprehension. In the end, he says disgustedly: 'Tm fed up with 
everything, with the Revolution and with the counter-revolution. Let all that-
let it all go to hell!" 
Pasternak's protagonist has by contrast a very sophisticated personal 
ideology whose basis is the cult of the individual. Yuri i Zhivago's dissipated 
tmcle tells him: 
The fashion nowadays is for all groups and societies of 
every sort. Gregariousness is always the refuge of mediocrities, 
whether they swear by Solviev or Kant or Marx. Only indi-
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viduals seek the truth and they shun those whose sole concern 
is not truth. 
Yurii becomes preoccupied with truth which he translates into his art. But 
there is tragic passivity in everything Zhivago does, a non-involvement 
resulting from his introspective pre-occupation. The boy, Vasia, becomes 
disillusioned with the doctor for just this reason: " ... The doctor's language, 
with its obscurities and imagery, now struck him as the voice of error, doomed, 
conscious of its weakness and therefore evasive ... " 
But Zhivago doesn't seem really to care. His vitality depends on his 
inner vision, his ontological intuition which emanates from all exi tence: 
The fields appeared to him as something seen in the fever 
of a dangerous iUness, and the woods, by contrast, in the lucidity 
of health regained. God, so it seemed to him, dwelled in the 
woods, while the fields echoed with the sardonic laughter of 
the devil. 
Zhivago's mystical insight has not the distinctness, and hence not the separate-
ness of religion from human existence; life itself is Zhivago's religion, and 
nature its liturgy. 
Divine presence sunounds Zhivago; its benevolent power is the inspira-
tion of his poems and the apprehension of the form-perfect natural world 
about him. God is everywhere invigorating man's existence: 
... All human lives were inter-related, a certainty that they 
flowed into one another - a happy feeling that all events took 
place not only on earth, in which the dead are buried, but also 
in some other region which some called the Kingdom of God, 
others history, and still others by some other name. 
Only death obstructs the perfect harmony of Yurii's universe, and so it is that 
resurrection becomes his haunting obsession: 
And when midnight comes 
All creatures and all flesh will fall silent 
On hearing spring put forth its rumor 
That just as soon as there is better weather 
Death itself can be overcome 
Through the power of the Resunection. 
5. Conflict and Commitment 
Whole schools of Soviet criticism have risen to explain the very 
un-Communist conclusion of Sholokhov's The Quiet Don. Gregor returns to 
his village the unrepentent champion of the White cause, and Misha Koshevoi, 
a pious Bolshevik, remains his villainous foil. The Marxist apologists say that 
Gregor is the unfortunate victim of inevitable social upheaval, the eternal 
clash of opposites; but the theory fails to e>..1>lain the profound empathy we 
have for Gregor as an individual and for his unique personal tragedy. 
Gregor Melekhov has been called the "Hamlet of the steppes," a man of 
decisive swiftness in physical combat, but of doubt and hesitancy when faced 
with the less immediate, but more important question of what he believes. 
Fundamentally Gregor's conflict is his inability to reconcile his personal 
feelings with his Cossack honor; nor does Gregor's confusion abate: "Every-
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thing's mixed up in my head," he tells his wife, ''\Vhat does it matter where 
an enemy bullet sends me to the ground?" 
Though Gregor's uncertainty plagues him, it never immobilizes him; he 
is born into a culture of community and action which pre upposes involve-
ment. Thus, even though Gregor cannot rationalize his position, he feels it 
is of prime necessity to have one. Gregor fights in turn for the Reds and the 
Whites; he is agonized that in their killing and pillag , their canses are 
indistinguishable; but it is an agony that he can b ar. It would be in direct 
conflict to Gregor's nature, however, and truly devastating to his character 
to have never taken sides at all. Gregor's tragedy is that in his commitment 
he could not - despite all his soldier's prowess - understand or in any way 
command the irresponsible forces that made him a pawn of their violence. 
In direct opposition to the involvement of Gregor felekhov is the passive 
withdrawal of Yurii Zhivago. Pasternak clearly intended his character to be 
symbolic of his recurring th me of resurrection. Pasternak drew from many 
sources in synthesizing this conception: from Tolstoy and Dostoevski, from 
the ancient Russian myths, from the New Testament. But the most direct 
contributory seems to have been an obscure Russian scholar of the lat 
nineteenth century - ikolay Fyodorovich Fyodorov. 
It was Fyodorov's contention that true freedom for man was absolute 
power over nature. "Freedom without absolute power over the natural world," 
he said, "is like freeing the serfs without giving them land." Men had to 
become the masters of their environment in the absolute, divine sense. H had 
to eliminate disease and pestilence, war and famine. His ultimate task was to 
conquer death, not simply the future death of all those who were alive, but 
the literal, physical resurrection of all tl1e past generations of dead. 
Fyodorov's eschatology is imprinted on Ymii Zhivago whose apocalyptic 
faith is in everlasting life: 
You in others, this is your soul. This is what you are. This 
is what your consciousness has breathed and lived on and 
enjoyed tl1roughout your life - your soul, your immortality, 
your life in others .. . You have always been in others and will 
remain in others. And what does it matter to you if later on iliat 
is called your memory? This wi ll be you - the you that enters 
the future and becomes a part of it. There is no such tl1ing as 
death. Deaili has nothing to do with us ... There will be no 
deaili because the past is over; it's almost like saying there will 
be no death because it is already done with, it's old and we are 
bored wiili it .. . 
Life becomes sacred, and the ultimate sacrilege is to in any way obstruct 
its divinely-determined comse. This is perhaps an explanation of Yurii 
Zhivago's lack of tangibl , immediate commitment. The erosion of his iliree 
romantic liaisons causes him a great deal of mental anguish, but he never 
attempts to correct tl1e situation; though committed intellectually to freedom 
and human integrity, his ideology is non-dynamic: Yurii could never really 
fight for what he believed in. Wiilidrawal is his regular course of action, 
symbolized in his two idyllic retreats to Varykino. In one sense there is 
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nothing sad about Yurii's decline: he lived life as he conceived it, as God's 
mystical sanctuary in man. 
CO CLUSION 
Gregor Mel khov and Yurii Zhivago are clearly not the same kind of 
man; they represent different theories of human nature and literature. Gregor 
is more than Yurii a tragic hero in the classical sense, which Aristotle 
described as " ... a man whose misfortune is brought about not by vice or 
depravity, but by some error or frailty. " 
But it is not enough that the hero be beaten because he is weak; he mu t 
actively choose among alternative courses of action, but because of some error 
in his judgment, select the wrong course, in effect, choosing his own destruc-
tion. Our personal sympathies add to the tragic effect, but they have nothing 
essentially to do with the proportions of the tragedy. 
This classical tradition has always been strong in Russian literature; the 
immortal heroes of Tolstoy and Dostoevski are not isolated characters, but 
members of a sequential sh·eam of the heroic conception . or was this 
tradition - which necessarily emphasized the human will and the prominence 
of the individual - abandoned with the Bolshevik pressures of the twentieth 
century, and Sholokhov's Gregor is its clearest proof. 
Gregor is h·ag ie in the Aristotelian sense because he lacks the subtlety 
of mind to untangle the ideological Gordian knot with which he is confronted; 
he is tragic because everything in his nature, his milieu commands him to 
seek answers where there are none; he is tragic because he has chosen to love 
very few things very powerfully, only to have them des troyed by war and 
revolution. But Gregor is heroic because through some intuitive revelation he 
has grasped the utter absurdity of his struggle, but non theless met it bravely 
and unrelentingly. 
Pasternak's Yurii embodies a different esthetic viewpoint. Though the 
narrative of Doctor Zhivago, most critics would arrree, is in the tradition of 
nineteenth-century Russian realism, its themes and major characters are 
symbolic. The very name "Zhivago" is Russ ian for "living." Yurii symbolizes 
the omnipresence of mankind's enduring consciousness and its union with 
nature and the divine; immortahty is contingent upon the symbiotic union of 
these three elements, and the life-force which emanates from their synthesis. 
Pasternak's theme of resurrection is indubitably a powerful one, but his 
creature Zhivago, though bold in conception and eternal in his symbolism, 
is not strictly speaking a genuine tragic hero. Yurii consistently withdraws 
from the determinant alternatives of his existence: he avoids choice which is 
the essence of tragedy. Thus, in the classical sense, Zhivago's eventual dissipa-
tion is not tragic, but pathetic, for it results not from a definitive, volitional 
course of action, but rather from the antithesis of choice, a non-committal. 
Though Zhivago is not tragic, he is, paradoxically, heroic. It is Zhivago 
who grasps the futility of existence - perhaps the reason he never devotes 
himself to it - yet sees in it a symbolic meaning. Toward the end it is as if 
he is so supremely contented to be a part of the universal scheme, that nothing 
else mattered. Yurii's isolation in his conviction is an element of heroism. He 
has found meaning in the absurd, contradictory powers of his era; he felt . 
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When we are in confusion, then in the midst of our straggling 
God overtakes us and, on the instant, confounds us. 
It is significant that Sholokhov and Pasternak - writers who at one time 
or another defied the dictates of a state-controlled literature - should have 
produced works that are acknowledged on both sides of the Iron Curtain as 
among the best produced in twentieth-century Hussia. It is significant too 
that The Quiet Don and Doctor Zhivago represent refinements and progres-
sive contributions to two powerful Russian literary traditions. It shows that 
literature in Russia has not only survived, but prospered. 
- RICH A RD TOMC 
• 
You Pass Me By 
You passed me by the other day 
And me in my rags 
And you, your gown. 
Sorely tempted was I to 
Mutter bitter words in bitter tones 
But instead came to my lips 
Like some strong pacifier-
Some great compromiser of irascible 
Passions, simply 
"What of the thing? 
Fate has meant it so." 
For at first I was inclined 
To review the recorded past 
In my mind 
And out of greed and env y 
Despise the Moving Hand 
That writes you there 
And me here. 
But giving a second thought 
To that printed document of destiny 
I was moved to gw titude 
For irrevocable times past 
And good m emories 
Like good books 
To be read and read again. 
Thus, passing by you give a gift 
Albeit not knowing so 
I doff my cap to you in thanks 
As down the street you go. 
-MARK YUNGBLUTH 
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The I~ong Siege 
The last bastion has fallen and I laugh at the world. 
The deception crawls in a land of darkness, twisting, 
coiling. 
It pulls and insists and pleads and young time heeds 
the call. 
The shadows invite and restless sight looks for those 
who are ignoring the night. Through the transom, leaving 
class, integrity . . . leaving gentle humanity behind, the 
mighty beast roars. 
The light is soft green, the sounds careen from 
cracked walls and dirty screens. 
It's enough, it's enough, and it certainly looks like 
it will be 
The world has set sail, leaving us to ourselves. 
And then the world spins, and animality wins and .. . 
only the wheel is broken and the light probably went 
dim the day after creation. No one has called the 
repairman, that would be very degrading. 
He wouldn't come anyway. 
The beast is dead and the colors red with sounds of 
conquest fled - there will be no banquet to celebrate 
the victory. No camaraderie and sport with the 
groping hypocrits. No more victories lost. 
The last bastion has fallen and I laugh at the world. 
I laugh at fools and their foolish lines. I laugh at 
"myself in time. But I cry a little too, when the 
sun wraps the land in soft red mist, for things 





People circle around Public Square. once around a day-pole. for six 
overgrown days. but on the seventh. march seven times 
'round. then. with a great shout. and the note of seven 
trumpeting bells. the walls come rumbling down. 
Inside the dust and din. Top and Bottom feel their way along the ladder. 
One. skidding clown the up staircase. the other. heading 
up the down escalator. As the smoke clears. the park-
bencher (a King or joker at the bottom of the deck) 
wonders if oah could float the Ark in a sewer. 
"Throw them to the pigeons!" the cry echoes from window and wall. 
falls upon the statues. bronze-like on the Square. 
even laugh-like. life-like. sometimes. Crumbs bound 
hand and foot lie panting in the dust. to face the 
pecking jaws. 
Solitary crowds trudge the reeling sidewalks. and manage shy smiles 
for the preacher on the Square. circled 'round by his 
ring of fire. the words flaring from his lips. High above. 
in his air-conditioned window. the engineer shakes 
his head and wonders if Moses could part the waters 
of a 
steel sea. 
- RAY HOLAN 
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In Defense of Hedonism 
I've kissed a fair breast 
In my day-
And fully anticipating 
The frowns of my peers-
Quite secretly. 
But I smile a wry smile 
Knowing well 
This is the bett er wau. 
I've watched a fair leg 
On frequent occasion 
With subtle sweeping glances 
(To be most inobvious) 
Grateful in my confidence 
That to some forbidding 
Scruples 
I am oblivious. 
My kind words flow 
Like sweet wine to ears 
perhaps void 
Of inclination to me -
Perhaps not . .. 
It is of no consequence 
That som e will see 
My wine lacks content. 
The fact stands 
That mu ephemeral delights 
Lie cmdled in the smile, 
Th e swau, 
And the smooth texture of 
flawless skin -
My allegience pledged 
To the graceful arm 
And other sweet perfumes 
Of temporal charm. 
And I see the 
Sincerely aghast Teactions 
To my bold confession. 
Countless pious nuns fainting 
(In secret delight) 
Philosophers pulling 
existential hairs 
(For my lack of commitment) 
Young giTls blushing 
(For ambiguous reasons) 
Hands thrown up in hypocritical 
despair 
For my wretched immortal soul's 
welfare. 
Though jealousy rages about me 
I can only hang my head 
And mutter; 
"Pshaw!" 
I see pragmatic virtue 
Where others see moral flaw -
PSHAW! 
For I too learned of lo ve 
And honesty 
And fair play 
At my yo11th's fickle start. 
But now, growing older and more 
cautious 
I find it a dan ger to the heart. 
And being no masochist 
For one, 
I' ve become devoted less to love 
And more to fun . 
My pleasures, shallow as they be, 
Abound 
For many a young woman will 
Obligingly come around 
Offering a heart to inflame. 
And I, th ough occasionally struck 
By lonesome melancholia 
(And that's a pity) 
Bear up 
And accept all the slides and 
ladders 
Of the game. 
So continue your foolhardy loving 
Call names in your dismay 
I acknowledge your road-
You refu se m ine 
Though my road be the better way. 
-MARK YUNGBLUTH 
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"A letter, Juanita! Look, we have 
a letter." Jose burst through the 
weatherbeaten door of their one-room 
house. 
"A Jetter?" She looked up from the 
corn meal she was pr paring by 
mashing yellow kernels with a hand-
held stone in a three-footed bowl 
hevvn from solid rock. "They must 
have given it to you by mistake. 
Who would write us? Let me see." 
She snatched the letter from his hand. 
"Oh, what's the use. I can't read it. 
But it can't be for us. It's written with 
a machine." 
"They told me it was from Raul." 
"And you believed them? Where 
would Raul get a machine like that? 
And besides, Jose, your brother 
doesn't know how to read and write 
either." 
"And what does that matter? Que 
estupida! He probably had one of 
those fellows near the Zocalo type it 
for him." 
"H e's in Mexico then, la Capital?" 
It all seemed so very distant and 
unimportant to her. "Well, if you're 
so sure it's from Raul, why don't you 
ask Don Tacho to read it to you? I've 
got to get these tortillas made for 
supper." She picked up a small lump 
of dough and began slapping it back 
and forth between her hands, having 
wet them first. The dough grew in 
size as it got flatter, being deftly 
rotated in her hands that beat out the 
eternal rhythm of the Mexican peas-
A Letter from Raul 
ant woman. 
Jose watched her a moment. Then 
he turned to go. 
"Don't stay away too long." She 
called after him, shifting her weight 
from one buttock to the other, her 
belly protruding, obviously contain-
ina a child. She looked at herself, felt 
her right breast, briefly squeezing it, 
and ran her hand over the xpanse of 
her middle. "The milk is coming," 
she whispered. "And it's kicking 
aga in. Wonder what it's thinking? 
There, there. You'll get out soon 
enough." 
The letter. What if it was from 
Raul? H er eyes travelled over the 
hammock suspended from the sand-
stone walls facing her to the small 
shrine that was built into the corner, 
close to the heavy ceiling beams 
blackened with smoke. She put a 
tortilla on the metal plate over the 
fire and crossed herself, looking up to 
the oval likeness of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. If it is from Raul, she 
whispered, please let him make it 
possible for me to visit you in 
Mexico, to ask your blessing for our 
... She touched her belly tenderly. 
The day was dreary. Clouds were 
hanging low over the hills surround-
ing the valley that had supported the 
people of Acahuitla for centuries. 
Juanita let her eyes rest for a moment 
on the wet cobblestones outside. 
They gave off a dull glow. She felt 
tired. H er weary body rebelled 
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against getting up to close the door 
Jose had lett open thoughtlessly. Bnt 
there was a draft. H ow she looked 
forward to being delivered of h r 
burden! Bmshing a sb·and of coarse, 
black hair from her forehead, she 
looked out into the drizzle once more. 
A ben t fi gure, she stood silhouetted 
in the doorway, her high cheek bones 
and broad nose sculptured by the 
reflected ligh t of day. 
She felt warm and happy as she 
turned back toward the fire from the 
closed door. The room was dark now, 
the fiTe flickered and projected fl eet-
ing shadows on the sandstone blocks 
marked off by strips of barely visible 
clay mortar. The walls were solid. 
Damp, yes, but she felt secure. This 
was her home. H er hand touched the 
ham mock and rocked it lightly, as 
though a child were already in its 
folds, cmled up and issuing small 
noises of con tentment. 
"We are going to Mexico, to the 
capital! " H e burst into the room, ms 
right hand clutching the opened 
letter. 
"We are? Oh Jose." Her face lit 
up, eyes sparkling. She was a little 
girl, filled with excitement, started to 
get up, but thought better of it. "For 
how long? Tell me, Jose. Eh, when 
do we leave?" 
"Tomorrow." 
"Oh how wonderful! Que maravil-
loso! ow I can keep my promise to 
the Virgin. But we must hurry, Jose. 
You know . . . " She indicated her 
swollen middle with a nervous mo-
tion of her hand. 
"Si, si. Sure. Only ... there is . . . " 
"Is something wrong, cariiio? What 
is it? Tell me." 
"It's just that . .. We're not just 
going for a visit. He bmst out. We're 
going to live in Mexico from now on. 
Raul has a job for me." 
"Leave Acahuitla?" All joy flowed 
ou t of her, displaced by dread, a feel-
ing of apprenhension she cou ldn't 
quite pin down. But it disturhed her 
deeply. "You don't mean . .. a joh? 
But how?" 
"A job, a job! How should I know?" 
He was irritated by her obvious op-
position to his plans . That letter had 
opened a whole new world to him. 
~Icx i co, a job in the big city. Fortune 
was smiling on him, and there 
Juanita sat, pregnant, regarding him 
with wide open, black, accusing eyes. 
"Well , what's the matter with you? 
\Ve'll get an apartment, like those we 
always see in the movies. And we'll 
live decently . .. not like this . .. " 
"What's wrong with our house? 
You were so proud of it. \Vell, what 
is it? Doesn't it suit you any longer? 
No. We stay here. After all you hear 
about !vlexico ... " 
"Juanita, how can you sit there .. . 
by yom fire and with those tortillas 
and frijoles . . . day in, day out, 
frijoles, tortillas, tortillas, frtfoles ... 
How can you even open your mouth 
and object . . . you . . . " He had 
known of course that she would react 
this way and he felt guilty. This he 
resented very much, throwing up his 
guard now. "''m going to take you to 
the city, yes, where we can live like 
human beings . . . " 
"And here? Your father and 
mother, our fri ends, they are not 
human beings? Well? Our house 
here, we have it. What will you do, 
sell it?" 
"Yes." 
"How? To whom? And what can 
you get for it? Oh Jose, what's hap-
pened to you?" 
"Our parents have lived here and 
their parents and so on. It's time to 
move on. The future is in the city." 
"And if you find no job? Well, 
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what will you do then with me and 
our child?" 
"Raul has a job for me. Why do 
you keep it up? I'm taking care of 
you . Don't worry. Come on, let's start 
packing." 
"l'Jol" She threw her arms about 
his waist, pulling herself to her knees. 
He mustn't! Oh he mustn't. She knew 
it would end in disaster. She felt it. 
The city was evil. She sensed tragedy 
instinctively. " o, Jose." She sobbed. 
"Please ... " 
He flung her from him, tore the 
hammock from the wall violently and 
threw it at her. "Here! I've decided 
and that's it. ow pack!" 
"The house, Jose. What have you 
done?" Streams of tears ran down her 
cheeks, her voice quaking. 
"Sold it to Don Tacho. See for 
yourself." He pulled a roll of bills 
from his pocket defiantly and threw 
it on the bed. 
"Oh my God!" It was the cry of a 
woman set adrift, helpless. She 
buried her head in the hammock. 
"Oh my God. Why?" 
He pulled her up by the shoulders, 
shaking her. "Stop it, I tell you. What 
right do you have to act like this? 
What have I done? This is the only 
way, believe me. I know what I am 
doing. Madre de Dios, stop your 
slobbering. Be reasonable." 
H er whole body was shaking, 
racked with hysterical sobs. He looked 
at her and thought of the baby. His 
hand let go. She collapsed on the 
floor in a heap. H e drew back his 
foot to kick . . . A pot that had been 
sitting on the stove went flying. 
"God-damn bitch. Hija cle la chin-
gada!" H e slammed the door as he 
stormed out. 
When he came back that night, 
drunk, she was still in the same spot. 
He stumbled over her and fell head-
long. She looked up, finally, having 
fallen asleep on the floor earlier of 
total exJ1austion. It seemed that her 
life had ended. She got up heavily, 
covered Jose with the torn hammock 
and lay down on her cot in the 
corner. 
"Virgincila, why?" 
* * * 
"Free. I'm free at last. Don't you 
see::> We can quit this place. A job! 
Just you wait. Everything's going to 
be fine, just fine." 
"Jose. How do you know? How 
can you be so sure? Don't you 
remember what happened to Pcpe?" 
She had half reconciled herself to the 
new feeling of adventure he radiated 
th is morning ev n with the hangover 
that was obviously troubling him as 
he packed their belongings into 
battered suitcases and burlap bags. 
Then she felt an agonizing, kicking 
movement in her belly. "Oh Jose. 
Can't we think about it some more? 
Please. I'm sure Don Tacho would 
be willing to reconsider the sale of 
the house and all ... " 
He bounced to his feet, ruffled her 
hair, nudged her nose with his and 
gave her a light kiss on the lips, 
meanwhile slapping her on the rear. 
H e reprimanded her with a short, 
forced laugh. "Come on, carina. Will 
you stop it. Everything's going to be 
all right, just fine. Don't worry. With 
that new bridge they just finished 
we'll be in Mexico tomorrow and 
sitting pretty." 
"Oh Jose. I don't know. Why did 
you have to do it so quickly?" 
"Will you come off it now? Some-
times you have to take hold of life 
with both hands and shake it. Come 
on. Andale. If we don't hurry up and 
get out of here, you'll be chopping 
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tha t thing you got in you right on the 
floor. Don't you want to be in one of 
those clean, white hospitals they have 
in the city? And with handsome 
young doctors, eh?" 
She giggled, embarrassed . Never 
mi nd that. She was at peace for the 
moment. 
* * * 
An hour later they sa t in the bus, 
their belongings tied to the roof 
above them. Their seats were un-
comfortable. The ancient vehicle ap-
peared to have no shock absorbers at 
all. It had undoubtedly seen many 
years of service in some metropolis 
before being traded off to the back-
co untr y p asse n ge r lin e p ass in g 
through Acahuitla. It moved over the 
primitive road in jarring leaps and 
at what seemed from the inside to be 
a demonic speed, hurtling headlong 
toward certain des tru ction. Time 
stood still as darkness fell . 
"Jose." Juanita's eyes expressed the 
fea r of a small child left alone in an 
alien and incomprehensible world. 
H er face looked like a gray mask of 
death, bloodless lips quaking. She 
took his hand and placed it on her 
belly. It was hard as a rock. "Oh my 
God. It's coming." 
"What do you . . . I mean . . . 
what's the matter?" H e stammered, 
unwilling to accept what was taking 
place. 
His wife was moaning. Then she 
cried out. "Santa Maria Madre de 
Dios! I can't stand it anymore. Please, 
please!" She had gripped the arm 
rests to both sides, her body buckling 
under the pain, jammed between the 
seats, seeking freedom from the crea-
ture pressing outward, the material 
of her dress stretched across her 
bulging middle to the point of tear-
ing. "Why? Oh God, no! Please, not 
here . . . not here. Jose .. . " She was 
alone. There was nothing to hold 
onto. One of the arm rests came 
loose, sending her rolling into the aisle 
of the wildly swaying bus. People 
were looking at her, stretched out 
there on her back, dress tom, legs 
spread apart. The pain subsided. 
With one hand she covered herself, 
the other hiding eyes brimming with 
tears. "I knew we shouldn't have 
gone. I knew it. Oh my God, don't 
leave me now." 
"Stop the bus, for God's sake." Jose 
was screaming on top of his voice. 
Sounds of general excitement. 
"What's going on?" 
"Woman fell into the aisle. Stop 
the bus." 
The pain came aga in . She was 
aware of Jose trying to help her up. 
But her body doubled over into one 
screeching inferno of searing flame 
as she felt herself tear wide open. 
Jose fell on top of her. The bus came 
to a jolting halt. 
"H ey, she's having a baby. Some-
body ge t a nurse or .. . " 
"Oh shut up." 
"What's going on?" 
"Hurry .. . " 
The loud cry of a newborn child 
pierced the sweat-filled, noisy air. 
People were pressing closer. 
"Watch out! o .. . 
Someone slipped and fell heavily. 
The baby stopped crying abruptly. 
The beam of a fl ashlight wavered 
and then focused on the small area at 
the feet of people standing around, 
bent forward, looking on with horror 
and fascination. 
Oh God. Only eyes spoke. It was 
very still. The silence of heavy 
breathing filled the bus. 
There lay the bus driver on top of 
Jose and Juanita. The pain had been 
too much for her . She had passed out 
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mercifully and was perfectly still , her 
legs sprawled in a reeking pool of 
bloody slime. The bus driver half got 
11p and looked down on the child's 
inert hody. The navel corcl remained 
att:1ched. Yet it Jay discarded, curled 
up on the dirty floor, forlorn. H e had 
acciclcntally stepped on the baby's 
head. 
Jose looked and buried his face in 
blood-stained hands. "Hijo de la gran 
pula, porque?" His voice was choked 
with sobs shaking his body and fi lled 
with stammering bitterness. "What 
did we do ... Answer me, what?" 
* * * 
"Are you out of your mind? Why 
don't you get up and come home with 
me? Please .. . " 
"Home?" She looked up at him, 
laughed harshly and spit. H e was 
bent over her, his hands imploring. 
She was moving forward on her 
knees across the great square before 
the Cathedral of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. She had vowed not to 
get up before she had reached the 
shrine on top of the hill. She would 
kiss the Virgin's feet and wash them 
with tears. She knew it wouldn't 
remove the curse from them, but it 
was the least she could do. "Oh dear 
Virgin, watch over my little C·Hios. 
He hadn't even been weaned yet. 
See." She opened her blouse to the 
sky and sun above, briefly revealing 
fu ll breasts and nipples dripping 
yellow liquid. She wiped her cheeks 
and moved on, slowly and with 
agony. Behind her she was now 
leaving glistening little spots of dark 
red. 
For a moment Jose had remained 
standing. Then he rushed after her. 
"Juanita. At least let me have some 
money." 
"What for, more tequila?" 
uamta .. . "J . " 
"Your brother's job, what ever hap-
pened to it? W ell, tell me!" 
"\Ve have gone over that before, a 
hundred times." 
"Yes, sure." 
uan1ta . . . "J . " 
"Oh, all right." She looked up at 
him and felt pity. H e had been so 
sh·ong and sure of himself. ow he 
was an empty shell. God had taken 
not only her son but also the husband 
she had loved and respected. His face 
was turned from her, hand extended. 
"Jose, cariiio . . . " 
"] uanita, por favor." 
"Si." 
H e could not bring himself to look 
at her. How strange. It seemed almost 
right for her to offer him the nipples 
oozing milk into the fabric of her 
blouse. H e was so help) ss and in 
need of warm flesh and comforting 
female odors. She pressed the bills 
she had p lucked from her pmse into 
his outstretched hand and held it for 
a moment. H e pulled away abruptly, 
his neck and face red with shame. 
While he was walking away, like a 
dog with its ta il pressed tightly 
between its quaking legs, she strug-
gled ahead to fulfill a vow. 
* * * 
"Oye, cariiio. Ven acca." The street 
was dark. At the corner a weak 
electric street lamp was throwing 
shadows. Noises of whispered words, 
drunken gayety and strains of bawdy 
music quivered in the air laden with 
an almost unbearable stench. Jose 
knew where he was but it took his 
eyes a few minutes to adjust to the 
almost total absence of light. As he 
walked on he could make out the 
vague silhouettes of human figures 
and his ears perceived laughter now 
and then in addition to the urgent 
invitations and lewd suggestions that 
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were directed toward him from corn-
ers and doorways. 
"Handsome, come here. Don't you 
want to feel my wares?" A bold pros-
titute stepped from the shadows into 
his path, obsh·ucting further progress. 
He shrugged his shoulders and ran 
his hands over her breasts. ' Vhy not, 
he thought. 
"How much?" 
"Thirty pesos straight. If you want 
something special, well ... " 
That voice. No! H er smell ... She 
had suddenly broken off and ducked 
back toward the doorway from which 
she had emerged. H e grabbed her by 
the arm and dragged her toward the 
street lamp. 
"No! Help." She struggled. Then 
he pulled back on her hair and 
looked her full in the face. She 
moaned and threw up her arms pro-
tectively. "How else ... " Her voice 
was weak, pleading. 
"Sol" The back of his hand 
smashed into her face. She screamed, 
blood running from the corner of her 
mouth. A policeman materialized 
from nowhere and stopped him from 
hitting her again. 
"What's going on here? Have you 
gone mad?" 
"She's my wife." 
"Oh." 
Jose ran off into the darkness. 
Juanita shouted after him. But it was 
too late. She fell to her knees, sobbing 
uncontrollably, thin, naked shoulder 
blades quivering in the faint light of 
the street lamp. 
"All right, whore. You'd better pay 
up." The cop prodded her disdain-
fn lly with his nightstick. Her shaking 
fingers handed him a sheaf of bill . 
He left her there, crumpled in a heap 
of misery and degradation. A small, 
black figure stole up to her, wiping 
her face and helping her get up. It 
was another prostitute. They walked 
off together, Juanita leaning heavily 
on her newfound companion. 
* * * 
The next morning a brief news 
item appeared in Diario de Hoy. It 
informed the reader simply that an 
unemployed transient from Acahuitla 
had been found suspended from the 
ceiling of a shack he and his wife 
had constructed from makeshift ma-
terials and inhabited. H e had ap-
parently taken his own life. o h·ace 
had been found of either his wife or 
other relatives. The notice related 
that the authorities of his village had 
been notified and that his body was 
to be interred at government expense. 
-ULF GOEBEL 
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The Old Poet and His Son 
Flame twitched in bare-dark room, 
And old man scratched his life with plastic pen 
On parchment of foggy-green and dog-eared edge. 
Palsied memory strung itself in bluish ink 
Cross pages of pretended posterity. 
V eined, wrinkled, skeletal hand, 
Maneuvered ball-point forceps 
In obstetric precision. 
Winking shadows of traffic 
Teased the walls with daylight, 
And caught the salty path of tears 
As they bled with pride from glazed eyes, 
And dropped through scraggly beard 
To dusty wooden floor - and stayed a moment -
Then were absorbed 
In scabs of dampness. 
And old mind, 
Contracted in the laboring pain of creation and birth, 
Screamed this poem to be born, 
And beat itself through barren skull, its empty womb, 
But all in vain. 
And dawn found poet and poem (his son, in sheets) 
On splintered floor; 
Old, gaping eyes, staring in sterile death. 
And the flickering flame 
Leaped for the sky -
And went out. 
-DAVID M . LaGUARDIA 
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Theatre of the Absurd: 
Methodical Madness 
Editor's note : The Little Theab·e Society presented these three plays from 
the theatre of the absurd on March 18 and 19, 1967 at John Carroll in the 
Kulas Auditorium. 
Mr. Smith: Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear. 
Mr. Martin: Don't you feel w ell? 
Mrs. Smith: No, he's wet his pants. 
Mrs. Martin: Oh, sir, at your age, you shouldn't. 
Mr. Smith: The heart is ageless. 
The dialogue above is one of the more conventionally sensible passages 
from Eugene Ionesco's The Bald Soprano, a one-act play from the so-called 
Theatre of the Absurd. The Theatre of the Absurd, by its very nature, cannot 
be defined; it can only be described. This form of theatre is so young and so 
unconventional that any attempt to dissect it in normal terms of drama would 
destroy its very nature, namely absurdity. Justification of the Absurdist school 
lies in its very existence. If an audience accepts an absurd play simply for 
what it is, they can enjoy it. If, instead, an audience attempts to find logical 
meaning in this theatrical form, they are lost. 
Description of today's Absurdist school would encompass many authors. 
However, since examples are necessary to inform, examination of Eugene 
Ionesco's The Bald Sopmno, Edward Albee's Th e Sandbox, and Harold 
Pinter's The Dwarfs should suffice for inh·oduction . These three express the 
Absurdist movement in different forms, moods, and styles. All three plays are 
"absurd" yet each is uniquely so. 
Ionesco (who, incidentally, subtitles this work as an anti-play), presents 
an innocent setting in The Bald Soprano: a British living room. The married 
couple living therein, the Smiths, are visited by their maid, another couple, 
the Martins, and the Fire Chief. The play begins with a clock striking 17 
strokes, and Mrs. Smith, pleased that it is 9:00, describing that night's dinner. 
The play calmly, but ev ntfully, proceeds through the loving reunion of Mr. 
and Mrs. Martin (who don't realize that they're married), stories by the Fire 
Chief, confusion of sexes, the maid and the Fire Chief embracing on the floor, 
to its climax, a verbal battle, with non-sequiturs used as weapons. 
In The Sandbox, Edward Albee tells the story of a grandmother who is 
left to die in a sandbox on a beach. Death comes in the form of an athletic 
young man in a bathing suit, who does arm exercises throughout the entire 
play, (Albee tells us that he represents the Angel of Death). Albee embellishes 
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this one-act play through the use of off-stage rumbles (Daddy: Isn't that an 
off-stage rumhl ?), forced cues, and a musician who plays on stage. 
Harold Pinter is currently being beset by critics, analysts, and philoso-
phers because of his latest play, The Homecoming, which is playing to S.R.O. 
audiences in New York City. The beauty of Pinter's talent lies in the fact that, 
although The Homecoming is unanimously acclaimed, no consensus on its 
meaning has been reached. Pinter has baffled the best, and his one-act, 
The Dwarfs, is no exception to his talent. The title of the play refers to the 
little men that the central character, Len, says he sees and works with. Len's 
two friends, Pete and Mark, invade Len's privacy and each other's. Pete tells 
Len not to hang around with Mark; Mark tells Len not to hang around with 
Pete. Pinter uses the two interchangeably in their harassment of Len, who is 
sent to the hospital for a minor "kidney infection." At the play's end, the 
three fri ends have separated, and Len has returned from the hospital, his 
vision of the dwarfs gone forever. 
Theatre is a dramatic tool used in the reflection of life. Since life is 
composed of varying degrees of comedy, drama, tragedy, and absurdity, the 
Theatre of the Absurd is, then, an acceptable form of theatre. 
Moreover, in Absurdist theatre, the audience is completely free. After 
telling a story about a dog that could not swallow its b·Lmk because he 
thought he was an elephant, the Fire Chief, Ionesco's mouthpiece in The 
Bald Soprano, is asked what the moral is. He replies, "That's for you to find 
out." In other words, it is the job of the audience to put meaning into the 
actions on stage. The playwright and the actor have finished their task. Any 
sort of interpretation is left to the audience. 
-JAMES I. O'CONNOR 
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